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GOAL:3 FOR COURSE

The resource units make it clear that the twelfth
grade course is designed to teach attitudes and
skills as well as generalizations and concepts. This
section deals briefly with objectives fur the course.
Charts appended to this guide indicate more specifi-
cally the way in which goals are developed in the
different units.

Behavioral Goals Related to Values

The twelfth grade course was developed with a view to
helping pupils develop most of the scholarly values
identified by the Center's staff for the entire social
studies p ;ogram. It was designed also to develop a
number of attitudes related to public values or the
ground rules for the operation of a democratic society.
It should be noted, moreover, that some of these atti-
tudes are basic to an overall value which has not been
stated for each of the units--the value of human dig-
nity. Most pupils will come to the course with a
fairly-well developed value for human dignity as a
result of previous experiences at home, in school, In
church, and in their many informal groups. Probably
the more specific values of this course will develop
as students see the need for certain things in order
to protect this major value. However, the content used
to teach these other values, such as those related to
protection of minority rights, evaluating events and
institutions on the basis of their effects upon human
beings, etc.,may also help reinforce pupils' attitudes
toward human dignity.

The twelfth grade course is als
several attitudes which are lii:
the study of social science con
several of the units try to hel
a scepticism of single-factor c
social sciences and of panaceas
problems.

It should not be though that so
neglected merely because there
them under a specific unit In t
indicate those units where the
in mind in designing specific a
times the entire unit approach.
will be reinforced in units in
checked.

Skills

This course attempts to develop
number of these are related to
Many of these are introduced in
lets the stage for the entire
these skills have been taught i
although they should be refine.
Those which are taught id earli
by stars in the chart on seque,
skills on pages 18-22 of thi

It should be noted that althou
are not listed as objectives i
later units give pupils opport
and improve the skill. Teache
should work intensively on the
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The twelfth grade course is also designed to develop
several attitudes which are likely to arise. from
the study of social scien7!e content. For example,
several of the units try to help students develop
a scepticism of single-factor causation in the
social sciences and of panaceas for curing social
problems.

It should not be though that some of the goals are
neglected merely because there is no check against
them under a specific unit in the chart. The checks
indicate those units where the goals have been kept
in mind in designing specific activities and some-
times the entire unit approach. Many of the others
will be reinforced in units in which they are not
checked.

Skills

This course attempts to develop many skills. A large
number of these are related to methods of inquiry.
Many of these are introduced in the first unit which
sets the stage for the entire year's work. Most of
these skills have been taught in earlier courses,
although they should be relined in this course.
Those which are taught in earlier courses are markd
by stars in the chart on sequential development of
skills on pages 18-22 of this guide.

It should be noted that although some of these skills
are not listed as objectives iA more than one unit,
later units give pupils opportunities to practice
and improve the skill. Teachers may find that they
should work intensively on the skill in a number of
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units and should then list it as au objective of the
later ceaching units.

Some of the skills objecflves should be taught in
all of the units for which they are listed. These

the thinking skills related to inquiry and
critical evaluation.

Some of the other skills are listed for more than
cne unit, too. However, the teacher may decide to
postpone teaching the skill in the first unit in
which it is listed. Or he may feel that it is un-
necessary to teach it to all pupil!: in. the second unit
in which it is found, even though he may wish to work
on the skill with a small group of students who still
need help on it.

Goals Related to Concepts and Generalizations

The Center has chosen to identify important concepts
and generalizations from the various social sciences
and has tried to provide for a sequential development
of them in the K-12 curriculum. The twelfth grade
course is interdisciplinary. It draws upon concepts
and generalizations from all of the disciplines and
treats problems which frequently are studied by
practioners of several disciplines.

This course follows a series of courses in grades five
through nine which focused primarily upon individual
disciplines and an area studies course in the eleventh
grade. Pupils should draw upc the concepts and gen-

eralizations learned in those courses as they examine
the problems treated in the twelfth grade. Indeed, one
reason for the course is to help pupils understand

how concepts and generalizations fr
disciplines can help them understan
mestic and international problems f
States.

Most of the concepts and generaliza
twelfth grade course have been taug
courses. Those which are reviewed
courses and tested again in this on
stars in the sequential charts on c
eralizations.

Although this course is interdisc..p
concepts can be grouped in such a
group constitutes one possible fitru
of the disciplines. The staff's po
structure in disciplines is e%plain
papers #'s 1 and 2 . For tUrther
each of the disciplines, the teache
to the background papers o% the dif

Most of the generalizatims to be d
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should be made to have pupils learn
as they are stated in the resource
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own words.

The Rationale for the Number of Cbj

These resource units differ from ma
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series of courses in grades five
cused primarily upon individual
4ea studies course in the eleventh
L draw upon the concepts and gen-
in those courses as they examine
in the twelfth grade. Indeed, one

is to help pupils understand

how concepts and generalizations from the different
disciplines can help them understand important do-
mestic and international problems facing the United
States.

Most of the concepts and generalizations used in the
twelfth grade course have been taught in earlier
courses. Those which are reviewed from earlier
courses and tested again in this one are marked with
stars in the sequential charts on concepts and gen-
eralizations.

Althongh this course is interdisciplinary, the
concepts can be grouped in such a ray that each

group constitutes one possible structure for one
of the disciplines. The staff's point of view about
structure in disciplines is explained in background
papers #'s 1 and 2 . For further analysis of
each of the disciplines, the teacher is referred
to the background papers on the different disciplines.

Most of the generalizations to be developed are pre-
sented in terms of the social scientist. No attempt
should be made to have pupils learn the statements

the resource units. Rather,as they are stated in

students should be encouraged to generalize in their
own words.

The Rationale for the Number of Objectives

These resource units differ from many units in part
because of the large number of generalizations and
skills to be taught. The teacher should remember
that many of these generalizations and skills are
found in a number of the units in the twelfth grade



course. The sequential pattern from one unit to the
next can be seen in the charts at the end of this
guide. Moreover, most of the objectives are reviewea
from earlier grades. This means that it is not nec-
essary or wise to spend too much time trying to de-
velop a single generalization in any one unit.
Rather, students should generalize and hold these
generalizations as tentative--as hypotheses to be
tested more fully as they study other units. At the
end of the course they can generalize more fully
about any cu., topic tLan tney can I;et at the be:iu-
niaL; of the course. However, they should still uuc?cr-
stand that r_;enuralizations nay need to be riodifiud

later, that they should be. held tentatively, alway-it

subject to chan,_:e in the licht of new evidence.

Because of this reinforcement and further development
of concepts, generalizations, and skills, it is im-
portant for the teacher to read through the objectives
of all of the units before he begins the course. It

would be wise, also, to examine the objectives of
earlier courses. The charts on goals, which are found
at the end of this guide, are keyed to show which ones
were taught in earlier grades. The overall chart in
Background Paper #1 indicates at what levels each con-
cept, generalization, skill, or attitudinal behavior
appears.

TEACHING STRATMIES

This course relies heavily upon an inquiry approach to
teaching. For a more complete discussion of inquiry

strategies in teaching the tea
number of the background paper
#1 Lnalyv.es in more detail the
view about inquiry as a teachi
inquiry involves. Background
learning theory in relation to
Background papers on the indi
focus upon inquiry methods and
those disciplines, not upon in
teaching. However, they disc
which might be taught to pupil
courses.

The twelfth grade course empha
strategy which encourages pupi
for themselves rather than one
the absorption of generslizati
made by the teacher or a book.
to set up hypotheses by drawl
learned concepts and generaliz
that some idea they have learn
help them make sense out of th
They cannot be sure, but they
be so. Inquiry also involves
uating sources, testing their
eralizing from their findings.

The Center's staff does not be
course reflect a belief, that
developed by this type of teac
skill goals call for having pu
certain kinds of references or
information. Such goals canno
use a wide variety of material
ferent points of view and gene
students may reed to read many
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ofily upon an inquiry approach to
2omplete discussion of inquiry

strategies in teaching the teacher should read a
number of the background papers. Background Paper

analyzes in more detail the Center's point of
view about inquiry as a teaching strategy and what
inquiry involves. Background Paper #13 examines
learning theory in relation to the use of inquiry.
Background papers on the individual disciplines
focus upon inquiry methodF and techniques used in
those disciplines) not upca inquiry approaches to
teaching. However) they discuss inquiry techniques
which might be taught to pupils in some of the
courses.

The twelfth grade course emphasizes a teaching
strategy which encourages pupils to find out things
for themselves rather than one which emphasizes
the absorption of generalizations presented ready-
made by the teacher or a book. Students are asked
to set up hypotheses by drawing upon previously-
learned concepts and generalizations. They decide
that some idea they have learned in the past might
help them make sense out of this new situation.
They cannot be sure) but they think that this might
be so. Inquiry also involves gathering data, eval-
uating sources, testing their hypotheses) and gen-
eralizing from their findings.

The Center's staff does not believe) nor does this
course reflect a belief) that all learning must be
developed by this type of teaching strategy. Some

skill goals call for baying pupils learn to use
certain kinds of references or evaluate sources of
information. Such goals cannot ba met unless pupils
use a wide variety of materials which present dif-
ferent points of view and generalizations. Moreover)
students may need to read many materials, listen to
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4,-3t speakers, interview people, or . watch films

in order to gather data to test their hypotheses.
Some accounts used in the units are designed to
help pupils find out how people affected by a
problem feel about the problem. The accounts give
students a chance to identify with the people in
the accounts and so to understand their feelings.
Even when pupils read other people's accounts of
topics, they should be evaluating the ideas, identi-
fying value-conflictsand basic assumptions, discrim-
inating between normative and non-normative statemeuts,
comparing sources in terms of bias, competency, com-
pleteness of data, and using the data they find to
either stimulate new hypotheses for testing or to
test earlier hypotheses.

At times the teacher may wish to use an informal
lecture to present certain facts, but he can then ask
questions to help pupils arrive at their own gen-
eralizations from these facts. Indeed, he can inter-
sperse questions and discussion with his presentation.
The purpose of such an informal lecture is to give
pupils the raw data from which they can develop con-
cepts and generalizations--information which perhaps
is difficult for them to find elsewhere to read for
tnemselves or which can be presented more quickly in
this fashion. The informal lecture should seldom
present ready-made generalizations. Thus it is a far
cry from the well-organized lecture which begins with
a thesis and the,. develops it.

Clearly, achieveivnt of varied goals requires varied
teaching stratcEjeAL The strategy used in each in-
stance, however, should be appropriate to the specific
objectives to be developed.

Some teachers worry about having stude
ferent materials. They may believe th
should hc,ve read something in common a
discussions and for tests. Eui.ils

matc_ralL all f,ct1,3,,A ulu the :Jame qu

tc!ste% .11 wtiat 111J:

,r in ,f

thLz rc_j,.. .0y testing for c
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within any piece of writing, the teach
penalizing any student who has read so
ferent and can make it clear to the c
in earnest when he says that he is mo
about important ideas than about detai
tests, too, can ask each pupil to ev
the accounts which he has read.

Teachers should encourage pupils' hyp
as worthwhile at some stages of think
statements which present a commentary
found in books, articles, or films.
pupils should be asked to look for th4
be used to test their hypotheses. Th
that an untested opinion of a non-no
is not as good as a tested opinion or
Even at this stage, however, pupils s
warded for suggesting new ideas about
rotheses or for asking relevant quest
not been raised earlier. Whether or
will learn to ask questions, set up h
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whether or not such behavior is disco
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:Dy testing for concepts,
generalizations and skills, rather than the specifics
within any piece of writing, the teacher can avoid
penalizing any student who has read something dif-
ferent and can make it clear to the class that he is
in earnest when he says that he is more concerned
about important ideas than about details. Some
tests, too, can ask each pupil tp evaluate one of
the accounts which he has read.

Teachers should encourage pupils' hypotheses as being
as worthwhile at some stages of thinking as are
statements which present a commentary on facts
found in books, articles, or films. At other times
pupils should be asked to look for things which can
be used to test their hypotheses. They should learn
that an unte3ted opinion of a non-normative nature
is not as good as a tested opinion or generalization.
Even at this stage, however, pupils should be re-
warded for suggesting new ideas about possible hy-
potheses or for asking relevant questions which have
not been raised earlier. Whether or not pupils
will learn to ask questions, set up hypotheses,
and generalize for themselves, depends in part upon
whether or not such behavior is discouraged or en-
couraged by teachers. However, the teacher should_
not as ways say "yes," "right," or "good" when a

pupil presents an idea which the teacher considers
good. Rather, the teacher may wish to suggest that



it is a new or interesting idea and ask for other
ideas from the class. Then pupils can test dif-

ferent ideas. Teachers can reward or encourage the
kinds of behavior desired in many ways other than
by saying that the pupil has come up with a "correct"
answer.

THE FOCUS OF' THE TWELFTH GRADE COURSE

In essence, this.course focuses upon problems facing
the U.S. RI home and abroad. Each problem involves
value conflicts and policy decisions. This course
builds upon what pupils have learned earlier. They
should nct neec to Spend much time developing many
new concepts and generalizations, although of course
some new ones are introduced and many are tested further
against new data. Moreover, pupils should know some-
thing about the kinds of questions asked by those in
each discipline avid the methods used by each to ad-
vance knowledge in the field. Students should be able
to use what they have learned to grapple with a
series of domestic and international problems facing
American democracy andyin the last unit, the students
as individuals.

In each of the units pupils identify and examine value
conflicts related to issues. They learn that they
should select courses of action only after studying
causes of problems and the probable consequences of
different courses of action. Such study involves the
use of social science data, concepts, and generali-
zations in an attempt to find out which policy altern-
ative will be most likely to achieve the values or
goals desired.

Tht. topics for units have been chos
provide for comparative study of ce
For example, pupils study proldems
both at home and abroad. They focu
of security-freedom at home and in
south of the Sahara. Tyey study ra
home and again in the African count
parisons should help pupils unders
at home more clearly than wo,lid be
focused only upon internal examples

The last unit is described in more
the outline for the course. It pc
summarize the role of the social sc
people select courses of action whi
judgements. Other purposes of the
under the unit title.

GENERAL OUTLINE OF CC

Unit 1: How Can We Preserve Our Se
Sacrifici Essential

This unit focuses upon a problem wh-
the most important, continuing poli
any country. The unit poses a ser
fcr pupil investigation: To what
groups of the left and right provi
American security? More specifics
extent has and does the Communist P
country provide a threat? To what
new far left groups pose a threat?
do the groups of the far right pose
class studies current examples of
freedom issue as it relates to dra
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The topics for units have been chosen in part to
provide for comparative study of certain problems.
For example, pupils study problems of economic growth
both at home and abroad. They focus upon the issue
of security-freedom at home and in African countries
south of the Sahara. They study race problems at
home and again in the African countries. Such com-
parisons should help pupils understand policy issues
at home more clearly than wo,lid be possible if they
focused only upon internal examples of them.

The last unit is described in more detail below under
the outline for the course. It permits pupils to
summarize the role of the social sciences in helping
people select courses of action which involve value
judgements. Other purposes of the unit are described
under the unit title.

GENERAL OUTLINE OF COURSE

Unit 1: How an We Preserve Our Security Without
Sacrificing Essential Freedoms?

This unit focuses upon a problem which is probably
the most important, continuing political issue facing
any country. The unit poses a series of questions
for pupil investigation: To what degree do radical
groups of the left and right provide a threat to
American security? More specifically, to what
extent has and.does the Communist Party in this
country provide a threat? To what extent do the
new far left groups pose a threat? To what extent
do the groups of the far right pose a threat? The
class studies current examples of the security-
freedom issue as it relates to draft protests,



college demonstrations, etc., as well as some of
the older examples.

The unit then turns to an examination of the role
of civil liberties in a democracy. This section
can be treated briefly if pupils have come through
the eighth grade course and other senior high courses
in the Center's curriculum. However, time should
be spent in examining the basic relationship between
civil liberties and a democratic society..

Finally, pupils turn to a study of alternative courses
of action which have been tried or proposed or which
pupils suggest to try to safeguard security. They
examine each in terms of the value conflicts involved,
the probable or past effectiveness of each in helping
achieve its aim of promoting security, and the prob-
able or past effects of such a course of action upon
civil liberties. Pupils are then asked, with no
attempt to reach class consensus, to try to decide
what program each would advocate for the United States.

Unit 2: Economic Growth in the United States: How
Can We Promote Growth?

This unit should be treated only briefly if pupils
have come through the earlie_ courses in the Center's
curricular program, since it has been dealt with at
some length in the tenth grade American history course
and in the area studies in the eieventhgrade. The unit
helps pupils summrize factors promoting or hampering
economic growth and then focuses upon issues related
to how such growth might be promoted in this country.
Some of the issues relate, for example, to the value
conflicts involved in using government fiscal and mone-
tary policies to promote growth as well as economic

stability (studied in the teLth grade
alternative courses of action, pupils
analyze factual questions and to use
and generalizations in considering th
different courses of action. The uni
good introduction to unit three.

Unit 3: Problems of the Underdevelop
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stability (studied in the tenth grade). To analyze
alternative courses of action, pupils are forced to
analyze factual questions and to use economic concepts
and generalizations in considering the consequences of
different courses of action. The unit provides a
good introduction to unit three.

Unit 3: Problems of the Underdeveloped Countries

Although pupils have studied other underdeveloped
countries (the Middle East in grade eight or nine,
and China and India in grade eleven), this unit
gives them a chance to focus upon the problems of
underdeveloped countries around the world in more
detail, to understand the relationship of these
problems to foreign policy issues facing the United
States, to study ia more detail causes of the problems
and the difficulties of introducing technological
change, and to consider policy alternatives facing
not only the underdeveloped countries themselves but
also the United States as we debate foreign aid and
trade issues. These alternatives involve a series
of value conflicts as well as non-normative questions
related t3 the probable consequences of different
eourses of action.

This unit also gives students a chance to learn more
about certain important areas of the world which they
did not study in grade eleven or in the junior high
school. For example, it is suggested that many of
the pupils focus upon some of the underdeveloped
countries of Latin America. In their study they will
have to consider some of the political questions in-
volved in these countries. This study supplements
the geographical study of Latin America in grade five.



Other pupils will investigate and report on some of
the underdeveloped countries in Southeast Asia or
northern Africa which have not been studied earlier.
A few pupils may study other underdeveloped countries,
although it is recommended that the class focus upon
these parts of the world.

This unit draws heavily upon economics, anthropology,
and to some extent upon geography. Moreover, pupils
cannot avoid examining the historical background of
problems nor the political and social systems which
either contribute to the problems or affect the feas-
ibility of different alternative courses of action
and U.S. policies of aid and trade.

Unit 4: Africa South of the Sahara

This unit is taught for three major reasons. First,
it is an area not studied in detail earlier but of
extreme importance to the world and to the United States
for a number of reasons. These include both its re-
lationship to the cold-war struggle, and its historical
and cultural importance fur American Negroes and so
for all Americas. Second, the unit provides a useful
foil for study of two of the domestic problems dealt
with in the course, namely race conflict and the issue
of security-freedom. Third, Africa provides useful
data for testing a number of generalizations learned
earlier to find out if they are culture-bound. For
example, pupils may have generalized in previous courses
about the importaae.e of two political parties for a
democracy. Does this generalization hold true in
Africa with its different cultural traditions? Pupils
Will have generalized in earlier courses about factors
making for political stability. Do these generalizations
help them understand the political problems facing

the African countries or ,ri they
In earlier grades, pupils probabl,
certain ideas about the need for
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erent cultural traditions? Pupils
d in earlier cours-:s about factors
stability. Do these generalizations
the political problems facing

the African countries or are they culture- bound?
In earlier grades, pupi]s probably have developed
certain ideas about the need for governmental in-
stitutions to change laws or about the factors
giving people a sense of oneness. To what extent
do these generalizations hold true in relation-
ship to the African tribal groups? Pupiis will
have generalized about factors related to under-
development in the previous unit. Do these general-
izations hold ap when tested against the situation
in Africa?

This unit omits the study of north African states,
since these are treated briefly in the unit on the
fiddle East in grade eight or nine, and since cul-
turally, these countries differ from those south
of the Sahara. It would be possible to include them
if pupils have not studied the earlier course.

Like the area studies used in the eleventh grade,
this unit draws upon all of the social sciences.
The introduction attempts to develop ideas about
the importance of the area to the world and to the
United States and raises issues about American foreign
policy in this area. A study of the geography of
Africa provides help in analyzing the economic
potential of the countries and many of the problems
facing them. A study of the history of the area
should help pupils understand the rise of nationalim
and many of the problems facing the countries today
and the U.S. in its relations with these countries.
It should also contribute to the development of an
appreciation for the cultural developments of the
peoples of Africa. It is important, for example,
for pupils to examine and compare AfricamcILviliza-
tions with those in Europe during the perioe of the
Middle Ages. The unit includes an examination of



the political, social, and economic problems and
systems of three different kinds of countries:
independent states domnated by Africans, in-
dependent states dominate: by white people, and
,..,)lonies. Finally, pupils turn to an analysis
of attempts to obtain more cooperation among the
African states, to relations of these countries
with non-African countries, and to policy issues
and alternatives facing the United States. Pupils
analyze these issues both in terms of value conflicts
and in terms of factual questions about the probable
consequences of following alternative courses of
action.

Unit 5: Racial ConflicL in the United States: What
Should Be Done?

This unit deals with the value conflicts involved in
current racial conflict -1.n the United States. It builds
upon much that has been taught in earlier grades about
minority groups. This early treatment is summarized for
the teacher in the introduction to the unit. The unit
also helps pupils find out what has happened in race
relations in the years since they studied discrimination
in some detail. Pupils study theories about causes of
prejudice and discrimination as an aid in helping them
try to decide what courses of action should be followed.
They also analyze in some detail the civil rights move-
ment.

Unit 6: War and Peace

This unit deals with the costs of war, with people's
attitudes toward war, and with causes of war. Pupils
then look at the international system and the means

which are used to try to resolve in
flicts, including the use of intern
Finally, the unit focuccz upon cont
policy issues in the United States
tries to preserve peace through pow
the pros and cons of current polici
for change. Viet Nam is suggested
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and with causes of war. Pupils
national system and the means

which are used to try to resolve international con-
flicts, including the use of international agencies.
Finally, the unit focuses upon contemporary foreign
policy issues in the United States as this country
tries to preserve -oeace through power. Pupils study
the pros and cons of current policies and proposals
for change. Viet Nam is suggested as a case study
for use in examining current issues.

Pupils draw upon what they have learned about foreign
re2atioLs and the international system in area studies
in earlier grades, in the eighth grade executive
unit, and in the earlier twelfth grade units on
Africa and on The Underdeveloped Countries.

Unit 7: What Is the Good Life?

This unit raises the questions: What is the E,00d
man? What is the good life? What is the good
society? The unit is designed to help pupils under-
stand that the social sciences can help them find
out how different peoples or societies view these
questions or the alternative consequences of
following different courses, but cannot provide the
answers to normative questions_

The unit raises questions of ethics and relates
ethics to some of the current problems facing young
Americans, including controversies related to their
involvement in the war effort. The unit uses a
wide reading program with books on utopias and mock
or negative utopias, books about people who have
encountered hardship bnt apparently felt that their
lives have been worth while, books about people who
seem to have led unhappy lives, regardless of their
material well-being, books about those who have
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worked with maladjusted children, books about ob-
viously happy people and people who have committe(',
their lives to working for others. The class dis-
cusses how the authors vi.ew the basic questions
raised by the unit. They try to decide whether or
not they agree,and they try to identify the major
characteristics of those who seemed to be leading a
good life and of those who seemed to be leading un-
happy lives.

Pupils also draw upon empirical studies of the effects
of maternal deprivation on young children, studies by
psychologists and anthropologists about basic drives
and motivations among men, and upon the writings of
psychiatrists as they try to analyze the questions
raised in the unit. For example, they spend some
time looking at a study of alienation of college
youth, the causes of this alienation, and the effects
of the alienation upon the youths.

The class also considers questions of committment and
involvement in modern society, using cases in which
Americans have ignored Fleas for help from fellow
Americans.

The rn't includes an examination of changing
values and patterns in Amee.':ttn life, raises questions

about whether or not we are a mass society, and examines
the effects of our society upon human beings. The unit
suggests a number of directions in which pupils can
take off in a study of psychol9gical and social problems
which they consider related to the basic questions
raised by the unit. The focus of this unit, then, is
upon the present and upon questions which face young
Americans today.

THE PLACE OF THi COURSE IN THE OVEP
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cultural universals and the psychic
about culture as learned norms and
socialization, and about social org
over, they will have learned a lit
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that governments and economic syste
one country to another.

In the primary grades and in the fi
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THE PLACt CJI--0 THE COURSE IN THE OVERALL CURRICULUM

The twelfth grade is able to provide depth of study
of a few topics because it builds upon a curriculum
which has already provided for the study of many
topics typically taught in the twelfth grade course.
Some overview of the total curriculum should help
the teacher understand better both the selection of
content and the kinds of concepts, generalizations,
and skills, which students are likely to bring to
the course if they have studied the earlier courses
in the curriculum.

When the time arrives that pupils come through the
Center's elementary school program, they will have
made a comparative study of a number of families
and communities around the world. They should have

',ideveloped many ideas about culture as a way of
NVife, about the diversity of cultures, about certain
jbultural universals and the psychic unity of mankind,
about culture as learned norms and values, about
socialization, and about social organization. More-
over, they will have learned a little about the
neti fcr government and law (in grade three) and
that governments and economic systems differ from
one country to another.

In the primary grades and in the fifth grade geography
course, pupils will have studied a number of geo-
graphic concepts and skills. They should have de-
veloped considerable understanding of the generali-
zation that man uses his physical environment in
terns of his cultural values, perceptions, and level
of technology. They should also understand'. the inter-

dependence of different communities and countries in
terms of resources and goods.
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In the sixth grade course on American history,
pupils will have studied culture contact, diffusion
of culture, and the way in which people take their
culture with them as they move to new places. They
will also have learned something about the back-
ground for current civil rights problems.

The junior high school courses focus upon the be-
havioral sciences and spend much more time on the
study of each than has typically been devoted to
these fields in the twelfth grade course. Pupils
who have studied the seventh grade course on Man and
Society should have developed a fairly good under-
standing of a number of sociological concepts and
generalizations. They should also have analyzed
aspects of the civil rights movement in some depth
in the unit on Intergroup Relations.

The eighth grade course focuses upon the political
system of the United States, using a behavioral
approach which emphasizes factors affecting decision-
making, power relationships, and ways in which citi-
zens affect political decisions. The course uses a
number of case studies. For example, they examine
case studies related to the pasgage of civil rights
legislation and the Little Rock Crisis when studying
the legislative and executive processes. They study
influences upon foreign policy decision-making in re-
lationship to Hiroshima and Cuba as they study the
executive process. Case studies related to civil
liberties are used to develop many of the ideas in the
unit on the judicic.l process. The unit on local
decision-making permits pupils to focus upon some
current local problems and suggests the study of at
least one modern problem arising out of the growth of
metropolitan areas. This course treats the following
units: An Overview of Our Political System, Political
Parties and Elections, the Executive Process,The
Legislative Process, the Judicial Process, and

Local Cculmtulity Dccision-Mukin. Pu:
study the Middle East in eith:;r ray
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includes two problems units: one on
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.study tht Middle East in eithr ,rudQ 8 Lr 9.

The r4nth grade course is devoted to a study of
economics and socio-economic problems. The course
includes two problems units: one on the farm
problem and one on poverty in the United States.
The unit or. the Automobile Industry is used in
part, to teach pupils considerable consumer economics.

The tenth and eleventh grade courses continue to
develop many concepts and generalizations from the
behavioral sciences. The tenth grade course in
American history, for example, uses sociological,

anthropological, political, and economic concepts
learned earlier and develops new ones to provide
for greater analysis of American history than is
possible without the use of these social science
concepts. The course permits pupils to use what
they have learned earlier, to test earlier generali-
zations to find out if they are time-bound, and
to develop new concepts and generalizations on
topics which were not treated in the earlier courses.
For example, the last unit uses the depression
period of the 1930's to build upon what pupils have
learned in the ninth grade course about the effects
of poverty upon people. It also uses considerable
economic theory to analyze the causes of business
fluctuations and analyzes New Deal legislation in
terms of economic policy issues related to fiscal
and monetary policy and built-in stabilizers.

The e'eventh grade course is an area studies program.
It calls for extensive use of social science concepts
and generalizations in the analysis of comparative
political, social, and economic systems. Pupils



study Western Europe, the U.S.S.R., China, and India.
In each, they follow somewhat the pattern used in the
area study on Africa in the twelfth grade course,
dealing with geography, history, the modern political,
social, and economic systems, and with the foreign
relatious of the area, particularly with the United
States. Pupils test previously-learned genera:Azations
to find out whether or not they are culture-bound.
They also learn new concepts and generalizations as
they study these different parts of the world. For
example, study of factors promoting and hindering tech-
nological, social, and economic change in India and
China should provide a useful background for the study
of change in the twelfth grade unit on underdeveloped
countries. The study of factors promoting economic
growth in the other parts of the world L,L1,:od to the

study of economic growth. in the American history course,
should make it possible to teach the twelfth trade unit on
economic growth very briefly, focusinj, ui.un certain key
courses today. The study of the political systems of
these countries should provide helpful background
fcr the study of the issue of security-freedom in the
twelfth 3rade. Moreover, the study of Marxianisu, the
Soviet and Chinese Communists Parties, and the split
between the two Communist powers provides an iul.ortant
bach&ound for studying the American Communist iarty and
the new leftist party influenced by Chinese Communists
in the unit on security and freedom in this country.
The study of foreign relations in connection with each
area provides a use:u1 backi;round for the study of War
and Peace in the twelfth Grale course. Moreover, exam-
ination of cultural values of these societies helps
pupils understand the different ways in which different
societies would answer the questions raised in the unit
on the Good Life.

THE FORMAT OF THE RESOUI

The main part of each resource uni
double-page format to help teacher
ships among objective', content, t
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content?
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letters.
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THE FORMAT OF THE RESOURCE UNITS

The main part cf each resource unit is set up in a
double-page format to help teachers see the relation-
ships amon7ipbjectives, content, teaching procedures,
and materiaTS of instruction. The objectives column
is found in the first column on the left-hand page.
This column answers the questions: Why should we
use this procedure or teach this content? What should
be the focus of the procedure? The second column on
the left-hand page presents an outline of content.
This column answers the question: What topics
should we teach? The first column on the right-hand
page includes suggested teaching procedures. This
column answers the quesiont How can we teach these
objectives and this content? The final column on
materials of instruction answers the question: With
what materials can we teach these objectives and this
content?

A key is used in the objectives column to make the
type of objective stand out clearly. Generalizations
are preceded by a G and are in plain type. Skills
are preceded by an S and are underlined. Attitudinal
behaviors are preceded by an A and are in capital
letters.

If no objective is found in the left-hand column for
a particular procedure, the teacher should look at
the last Objective (s) listed in the column for a
single procedure. An objective is not repeated
until a different objective intervenes.
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It should be noted that any one teaching procedure
may help develop several generalizations, one or
more skills, and one or more attitudes. Indeed,
the most useful procedures are frequently those
which help achieve several types of objectives.

By knowing what generalization (s) are listed for
a particular procedure, the teacher can direct his
handling of the procedure to appropriate ends. As
stated earlier, however, he should not feel that
pupils should learn a generalization as the result of
this one procedure. The procedure should help lead
to the development of the generalization but is almost
never the only procedure aimed at accomplishing this
end, even within the Same unit.

If nothing is printed in the content column opposite
a particUlar procedure, the teacher should look at the
last content presented for an earlier procedure. It
is not repeated for each new activity.

The materials colUmn.does not include complete bib-
liographic data nor all of the references which might
be used. The bibiographic data can be found in the
bibliography at the end of the main body of the unit.
The bibliography frequently includes other books and
materials which may be Used in the unit but which are
not so necessary as those listed in the body of the
unit. Teachers are encouraged to add other materials
as they'are published or suitable materials which are .

in their school libraries but which are not listed in
the bibliography.
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ADAPTING RESOURCE UNITS TO SPECIFIC CLASSES

The units provided by the Center are resource units,
Naturally, teachers .are expected and encouraged to

add the .r m:41 ideas for materials ana Ua,:ning pro-
cedures. Indeed, this. is the only way in which units
dealing with current problems can be kept up-to-date.
The resource units are intended to suggest possibil-
ities, not to present a cut-and-dried course.

Since these units are resource units, teachers are
not expected to use all of the suggested procedures.
Indeed, they could not do so in any oneclase.
Rather a ter.ii-2.her should select and add procedures
which are most suitable for each class. He'should
consider a number of factors as he makes this
selection.

1. The objectives which he wishes to emphasize in
the unit.

The teacher may find that pupils need less help
than called for in a r...Ait on the development of a
partic1:4...ar sill. fie :rj.ght then decide to reduce

the 4uMber of activities suggested to develop

. this skill. (Usually, however, he should keep at
lr,ast one activity inwhich pupils use the skill
so that they can see more clearly how this skill
can help tem in analyzing many new problems.)
On the oth.): hand, the teacher may iind that he
must develop additional exercises to teach a
skill 'because' pupils seem to need more help with
it. Or he may decide that some skill. not in-
cluded should be given emphasis in this unit, even
though it was taught in an earlier one.
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2. The general ability level of the class.

In a class with largely low-ability pupils,
the teacher might omit some topics within
the units. For example, he could leave out
the section on a mass scciety in the unit on
the Good Life. He might also use more audio-
visual materials in each of the units. He

might work out alternative procedures, as
suggested later, for some of the oral pre-
srmtations. If there are a few good students in
such a low ability class, they might be assigned
special activities to investigate some of the
topics which are omitted for the others.

3. The differing abilit.,.es and interests of class
members.

This criterion is particularly important in selecting
individual and small group activities and reading
materials.

Ii. Previous experiences of pupils in the class.

The selection of objectives, content, procedures,
and materials 'All depend in part upon: (a) pre-
vious experiences outside of school, including
those resulting from pupils' socio-economic back-
ground and their work and travel experiences; and
(b) earlier school experiences, including whether or
not pupils have come through earlier courses in the
Center's curriciium. If pupils have not had the
earlier courses on the behavioral sciences, the
teacher may need to omit several units and add some
unit topics taught in earlier courses. He may also
need to reduce sharply the number of concepts and
generalizations to be taught. Very few additional
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ilities and interests of class
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ht in earlier courses. He may also
narply the number of concepts and
o be taught. Very few additional

concepts and generalizations are introduced at this
level and so each unit provides opportunities for
pupils to apply and test a number of them. However,
time would not permit teaching all of them if pupils
have not had the earlier background. In this case,
the teacher would need to identify those most im-
portant for the unit; this should be clear as he
reads the unit and the number of activities suggested
for teaching each one.

The teacher will also want to make many comparisons
with topics studied in earlier grades if pupils
have had the earlier courses. For example, when
pupils study Africa, they should compare the polit-
ical, social, and economic systems with those
studied in the eleventh grade course. Some of these
comparisons will have to be omitted if pupils have
not had these or equivalent courses.

5. The rest of the school curriculum in other fields.

The teacher needs to consider questions such as
the following:

(a) What are pupils studying in their English
classes? Is there any overlap, for example,
between some of the novels suggested for
the unit on the Good Life? If so, perhaps the
unit can be taught at the time of year when
the English classes are using such literature
with work carried on cooperatively between the
two classes. It may also be possible to work
out other types of correlation with the English
teachers. For example, pupils might write papers
which will be used in both classes. They could
receive help on the content in social studies
classes and work on writing skills in the English
classes.
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(b) What are or have pupils studied about sampling
procedures or correlations in math classes?
Such study might help as pupils analyze some
of the research drawn upon in the unit on
Security and Freedom or the unit on Race
Problems.

(c) What are or have pupils studied about the
social implications of scientific develop-
ments in their science classes? What have they
studied about nuclear energy which might be
drawn upon in the unit on War and Peace? What
have they studied about psycholojy in their
biology classes in earlier gradeE which will
prove helpful as they study the unit on the
Good Life?

6. Materials available for the course.

Some procedures will have to be omitted if needed
materials are not available or if other materials
cannot be substituted. Some of the books mentioned
in bibliographies are out of print but are in-
cluded because of their value and because many of
them can be found in school or local libraries.
Moreover, the teacher may be able to locate some
of them in second hand book stores. He should also
watch for reissues of books in paperback editions.

The teacher should examine his school library
before ordering books and then should identify
and purchase for the first year the.other books
used most heavily in each unit. He can then add
to the collection of books each year.

It is important in building the library and classroom

collections to include books represent
points of view. One reason for using
program rather than only a few careful
readings is to avoid the danger of ind
to provide, many opportunities for pupi
evaluate sources of information of the
they are likely to come across as adul
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7. Current Affairs
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each unit. He can then add
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.ing the library and classroom

collections to include books representing varied
points of view. One reason for :sing a wide reading
program rather than only a few carefully selected
readings is to avoid the danger of indoctrination,
to provide. many opportunities for pupils to learn to
evaluate sources of information of the type which
they are likely to come across as adults, and to
give them a chance to draw their own conclusions. By
adding new books to the collection each year, the
teacher can help keep these units up-to-date end
relevant to the lives of pupils.

7. Current Affairs

Most of the units shquld be adapted to take advantage
of current affairs. For example, new examples can be
used to illustrate the security-freedom issue raised
in unit one, and new proposals shoulu be analyzed in
that unit. New developments should be added to the
study of Africa South of the Sahara. Current foreign
aid issues should be studied in relationship to the
unit on Underdeveloped Countries. The unit on Race
Problems should be brought up to date each year in
light of changes, current problems, and new movements.
The examples and cases used in the unit on War and
Peace should shift in terms of current world develop-
ments. It would be wise for the teacher to build
files of clippings on each of the unit topics.

8. Factors in the community which might affect how the
teacher can handle certain controversial issues or
the kinds of resource people have available.

9. The need for variety in procedures from one unit to
next, from one day to the next, and within any class
hour.
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As teachers adapt and add to units, they should
keep in mind certain things about how the course
has been developed. First, there is a flow to each
unit. Certain things are placed first and other
things later because of the need to develop certain
concepts or present certain data before other ideas
are presented. Before the order of procedures or
content is shifted, the teacher needs to analyze the
concepts and data needed to teach each procedure in
order to decide whether the shift is wise or, if it
is made, what else needs to be shifted in order to pro-
vide the background needed for carrying out the pro-
cedure. Whatever the teacher does, he should develop
a logical flow. A jumbled order which has no logical
progression may interfere with the pupils' organi-
zation and development of ideas. Moreover, if many
topics are treated superficially at one point early
in the unit and then treated again later, pupils'
interest to motivate study maybe blunted. By all
means, the flow of the units should not be determined
just by who happens to be ready with a report or panel
discussion first. Nor is it wise to set up a series
reports to be presented one after another, with no
variation in procedure or without any attempt to fit
them into their proper place in the schedule of other
procedures for developing

The teacher will need, of course, to adapt the teaching
unit from day to day to make sure that he provides a
variety of procedures within each day's lesson. Except
in unusual classes, twelfth grade pupils should not be
expected to maintain a high interest level if they are
asked to do the same thing for the entire class period.
Although the resource units have been written to pro-
vide a variety within the present order of procedures,
the main responsibility for providing this variety
must lie with the teacher. Since he will not use all

of the procedures suggested in
and since he will add others,
little variety from day to day
hour. Moreover, he will get be
shift his plans someViat from
upon what happens it class. T
he ,,cast make marked changes in
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roe units have been written to pro-
:Ain the present order of procedures,
ility for providing this variety
teacher. Since he will not use all

of the procedures suggested in the resource units,
and since he will add others, he could eiid up with
little variety from day to day or within one class
hour. Moreover, he will get behind in his plans or
shift his plans somewhat from day to day depending
upon what happens in class. This does not mean that
he must make marked changes in the flow of procedures.
It does mean that even a teaching unit must be ad-
justed from day to day. Few teachers, if they are

flexible enough to take into account pupils' questions
and interests, can build lesson plans for even one
week without making adjustments from one day to the

next. These plans will fit into the overall unit,
but the unit cannot be developed ahead of time merely .

as a set of lesson plans to be followed day after
day. Consequently, small adjustments in the order of
procedures may have to be made each day in order to
provide variety in the lesson.

The teacher must keep in mind other questions as he
decides which procedures to use. First, has he kept
at least some procedures to teach each of the ob-
jectives he has decided to try to achieve? If not,
can he add others to achieve these ends? Second,

has he kept procedures to teach all of the content
suggested? If not, does he think this content should
be taught? If so, he must think of other ways of
presenting it. At the present time there are a number
of suggestions to teach most of the objectives and
even a number to teach some of the same content.
The content must also be cut if all of the procedures
designed to teach it are omitted. This statement
seems self-evident. However, sometimes teachers
suddenly come to a certain point in a unit, with no
plans to teach content they think important. They
do the easiest thing at the last moment.-lecture to
cover it. An informal lecture may be used at times,
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as this guide makes clear on page four; however,
other procedures might be better or the content itself
might be cut in some classes.

As the teacher shifts activities around, he should
also remember that each procedure is written to
accomplish certain objectives. If an initiatory
activity is shifted to a later point in a unit, it
probably needs modifying to provide for greater anal-
ysis than is called for in a procedure designed to
explore pupils' existing knowledge, skills, and
attitudes, arouse their interest, relate the unit
topic to previously-studied material, or to develop
an overview for the unit. Similarly, if later pro-
cedures are shifted to the introductory stage, they
will need modification. Use of a film to introduce
a unit will differ from its used during the develop-
mental stage. Its introductory use might be designed
to raise questions, present different value positions,
or provide an overview for the unit. During the de-
velopmental stage, it might be used to provide data
for thorough analysis of a specific topic or to help
teach a skill or develop an attitude. During a
culminating stage it might be used as a summary or
even as a test device in which pupils are called upon
to suggest limitations of the data or to compare its
presentation with what they have already learned in
the unit. Usually, the same film is not equally use-
ful for all three purposes, however, some films could
be used at any stage if the teacher adapts the pro-
cedure to the purpose.

These resource units are already voluminous. It is
impossible to suggest all of the ways in which one
procedure might be varied or one material might be
used. Naturally, pupils could prepare written reports
rather than oral reports on certain topics. Or an
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panel discussion, or role-playing.
present the same material through c
board displays, through mock newspa
dittoed written reports, etc. The
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lied or one material might be
Is could prepare written reports
1--,s on certain topics. Or an

oral report could be turned into a symposium, a
panel discussion, or role-playing. Or pupils might
present the same material through charts or bulletin
board displays, through mock newspapers, through
dittoed written reports, etc. The decision on which
form to use may depend upon the teacher's assessment
of how important it is for the entire class to obtain
the information, upon the extent to which he has
relied upon oral reports in the last unit, and upon
his assessment of the relative effectiveness of
using oral reports in a particular class. Of course,
written reports or other types of written materials
can be dittoed for class use, and charts and
bulletin board materials can be studied by the entire
class. However, the teacher must decide whether or
not the topic suggested for an oral presentation is
important for the entire class or crucial to the
unit before he decides whether or not and in what
ways to modify the suggested procedure.

THE DEVELOFMENT OF THESE MATERIALS

The Curriculum Center at the University of Minnesota
has a; f.ts major goal the development and try-out of
a new curricular framework for grades K-12. The
basic assumptions of the staff and the criteria for
selecting topics are discussed in the Center's Back-
ground Paper #1. A tentative curricular framework
was used in developing a series of resource units
and sample pupil materials at various levels where
they were needed. No attempt was made to develop a
complete set of materials for pupils. Rather, the
aim was to try out the curriculum, using as many
materials available from other sources as possible,
and supplementing these materials with a few
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developed by the Center only where they were needed
in order to teach the units. At some future date,
members of the staff may work with publishers and
audio-visual producers to develop more complete
sets of materials. However, tryout of these materials
has shown that the twelfth grade course can be taught
with materials currently available.

Background papers for use by those preparing some of
the resource units were developed by visiting staff
members during a special summer workshop early in the
Center's operations. The staff is grateful to the
following authors of such papers: Mr. Da) 71 Lewis,
now DirEctQr, ahtk,r f(,r
;Jiver6ity (A' Mintata; Mr. Joseph Dolecki of
the state college at Warrensberg, Missouri; Mr. Richard
Danfield of Drake University; Mr. Thomas Polk of

St. Thomas College in Minnesota; aad Mr. Wesley St. John
of Hamline University in Minnesota.

Units for preliminary tryout were developed by Daniel
Eckberg of the Hopkins Public Schools in Minnesota and
by Professors Edith West and Fred A. Johnson of the
Center's staff. These units were tried out the first
year by one or more teachers in each of the following
public school systems in Minnesota: Bloomington,
Richfield, and Robbinsdale. They had been tried out
earlier at the University of Minnesota High School and
have been tried out since in a nuMber of other public
schools in the local vicinity including North St. Paul,
Cambridge, Osseo, Willmar, Farmington, and Golden Valley.

Materials were revised in the light of tryout and
several new units were developeC. The unit on Race
Problems has not been tried out in exactly this form,
although aspects of it have been taught. The unit on

the Good Life was tried out duri
of 1967-1968 rather than in 1966
not been revised.

The staff is indeed grateful to
background papers, to Mr. Eckber
of the preliminary units, and to
teachers who served as project a
first year of tryout and who pro
suggestions for changes and addi
Kissock of Bloomington Public Sc
Larson and Mr. Richard Maas of t
Schools, Mr. William Driver and
of the Robbinsdale Public School
Wold of University of Minnesota
Center also wishes to thank the
who have been using the material
year and who have provided addit
modifications :Mr. Robert Griffi
St. Paul Public.Schuuls, Mr.

the Robbinsdale Public Schools,
of the Golden Valley Public Scho
Buckland of the Farmington Publi
Wrightson of the Willmar Public
Theisen of the Osseo Public Scho
Coombs of the Cambridge -Isanti
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The staff also welcomes additio
people who use the course in the
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in the light of tryomt and
. developed. The unit on Race
tried out in exactly this form,
have been taught. The unit on

the Good Life was tried out during the school year
of 1967-1968 rather than in 1966-1967, and so has
not been revised.

The staff is indeed grateful to those who prepared
background papers, to Mr. Eckberg who wrote several
of the preliminary units, and to the following
teachers who served as project associates during the
first year of tryout and who provided valuable
suggestions for changes and additions: Mr. Craig
Kissock of Bloomington Public Schools, Mr. Lowell
Larson and Mr. Richard Maas of the Richfield Public
Schools, Mr. William Driver and Mr. Hubert Boeddecker
of the Robbinsdale Public Schools, and Mr. David
Wold of University of Minnesota High School. The
Center also wishes to thank the following teachers
who have been using the materials during the second
year and who have provided additional suggestions or
modifications ;Mr. Robert Griffin of the North
St. Paul rublic,Schools, Mr. Gene Kacheroski of
the Robbinsdale Public Schools, Mr. Peter Simonson
of the Golden Valley Public Schools, Mr. Sidney
Buckland of the Farmington Public Schools, Mr. Robert
Wrightson of the Willmar Public Schools, Mr. Richard
Theisen of the Osseo Public Schools, and Mr. Richard
Coombs of the Cambridge-Isanti Public Schools. The
staff is indeed grateful to all of these people.
The staff also welcomes additional suggestions from
people who use the course in the future.
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Security- Economic Undera- Africa
SEQUENTIAL DEVELOPMENT OF SKILLS Freedom Growth veloped

Countries

ATTACKS PROBLEMS IN A RATIONAL MANNER
E1. Is alert to incongruities, recognizes problems,

and is concerned about them. X X
2. Defines problems by isolating basic isFues, defin-

ing terms, and identifying assumptions, values
involved, and factual questions which need invest-
igating. X X X

a. Identifies value conflicts.
*b. Identifies basic assum.tions
*c. Identifies factual questions which need to be

answered. X
'3. Considers the relevance of each of the social

science disciplines and uses the type of questions
asked and the analytical concepts used in the rel-
evant disciplines to help him analyze the problem. X X

* ii.. Sets up hypotheses. 1 X
LL

5. Clarifies and refines hypotheses and then deduces
possible consequences (if-then statements).

*a. Uses deduced consequences of f-vpotheses (if-
then statements) to guide him in the collection
of relevant data

6. Considers alternative courses of action
a. Having determined the causes of a social prob-

lem, considers alternative courses of action
and hypothesizes about probable consequences
of each course of action.

* 1) Sets up hypotheses about possible conse-
quences of alternative courses of action.

7. Sets up experiment or figures out some other
ajpropriate technique(s) for testing.hypotheses. X

LOCATES INFORMATION EFFICIENTLY
41. Skims to locate information.
2. Uses Reader s Guide to locate information.

1. _Uses specialized references to check on authors.
4, Uses Statistical Abstract.

.. Uses Historical Statistics. _X
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6. Uses Survey of Current business. X

7. Uses Economic Report of the President. X

GATHERS INFORMATION :eteECTIVELY

I. Identifies the main idea in oral, written, and
visual material.

*a. Reads for main ideas or to answer questions. X X
'2. Reads for details. X
3. Adjusts reading rate to purposes in reading and

to type of material read. X

.4. Takes notes on reading, using note cards. X

'5. Adjusts note-taking to type of oral presentation. X

EVALUATES INFORMATION AND SOURCES OF INFORMATION
1. Distinguishes between relevant and irrelevant

information and notes whether that which is rele-
vant supports or contradicts the idea to which it
is related.
a. Identifies words and phrases which are intended

to persuade.
*b. Detects various types of persuasion devices.

2. Checks on tut accuracy of information.
*a. Checks facts against his own background of in-

formation. X

*b. Checks on the bias and competency of witnesses,
authc s. and producers of material. X X

*1) Notes whether the author would be hurt by an
opposite report. X

n writing account.*2) Identifies purpose in
t

X

X
*3) Notes opportunity for witnesse: to observe

events.

It. Compares qource3 of information. X X
*1) Looks for points of agreement and disagree-

ment among witnesses, authors, add producers
of information. X

*d. Recognizes differences in difficulty of proving
statements. X

.
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*1 Distinguishes between facts and estimates.
)

X X

*2) Distinguishes between facts, inferences, and
value judgements. X X

*3) Differentiates between descriptive, causal,
predictive, and normative questions and
statements. X

*e. Identifies and exam.Les assumptions to decide
whether or not he can accept them. X X X

3. Checks on the completeness of data and is wary of
generalizations based on insufficient evidence.
(Recognizes limitations of data.) X X X X

*a. Rejects all-none (g1.7-white) reasoning. X

*b. Rejects whole-part arguments and insists upon
further data. X

*c. Examines sample used in study to see if it is
representative of the population for which
generalizations are bein_ made. X

*d. Looks for causative factors other than those
mentioned in source of information. X

*e. Rejects post hoc arguments; looks for another
factor which may have causes the later event. X

*f. Rejects assumptions of cause-effect relation-
ship in correlations; looks for another factor
which may affect both p6rts of correlation.

X

X
X4. Detects inconsistencies in macerial.

USES EFFECTIVE GEOGRAPHIC SKILLS
1. Compares areas and distances with known areas and

distances. X

2. Draws inferences from ma's X X
111

* a. Draws inferences from a comparison of different
map patterns of the same area. X

3. Uses scatter diagrams to test hypotheses. X

HAS A WELL-DEVELOPED SENSE OF TIME
1. Notes durations of periods or events. X

. Looks for relationships among events. X X
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ORGANIZES AND ANALYZES INFORMATION AND DRAWS CON -

CLUSIONS
1. Applies previously-learned concepts and generaliza-

tions. X X X X

?. Identifies differences in data.
-

"i. Classifies data.
4. Uses simple statistical devices for analyzing data. X X

5. Draws inferences from data.
6. Tests, refines, and eliminates hypotheses and work

out new ones where necessary. X

*a. Tests_hypotheses against data. X X X

7. Generalizes_ froM data. X X X

8. Organizes information according to some logical
pattern which fits his topic. X

9. Having studied the causes of the problem, examines
possible consequences of alternative courses of
action, evaluates them in the light of basic
values, lists arguments for and against each
proposal, and selects the course of action which
seems most likely to prone helpful in achieving
the desired goal or goals. X

X
(modified)

X

a. Having identified and defined a problem and
value-conflicts and having studied the causes
of the problem and possible a_ternative courses
of action, he makes his choice among alterna-
tives in terms of which alternative seems most
likely to achieve his goals X

*b. Considers possible consequences of alternative
courses of action. X

0. In considering situations calling for action,
decides whether or not one should act upon the
basis of a theory oy considering extent to which
theory seems verified and the risks of acting
or failing to act. .4
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70MMUNICPEES hiqECTIVELY
1. Communicates effectively by clarifying purpose cr

them, organizing materials to fit theme, and
considering audience for whom he speaks or writes. X

2. Organizes his information into some logical
patterns which fits his topic.

vA

WORKS WELL WITH OTHERS
L.Is able to empathize with others, seeing things

through their eyes, whether he accepts their
viewpoint or sympathizes with them or nct. X X
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1. Is curious about social data and wishes to read
and study further in the social sciences

t

X
2. Is committed to the free examination of social

attitudes and data. Searches actively for different
points of view and interpretations. Values indepen-
dent thought. X X X '

3. Values objectivity and desires t.) keep his values
from affecting his interpretation of e-vider(!e,

although recognizing the important role of values
in making uecisions about problems demanding actior. X X X

*a. Respects evidence even when it contradicts prj-
udices and preconceptions.

*TT: Searches for evidence to disprove hjpotheees, ne't.
just t.-) prove them.

4. Values the scientific method and rational thought
as applied to social as well as to natural data.

5. Evaluates information and sources of information
before accepting evidence and generalizations.

6. Is sceptical of the finality of knowledge, con-

%
siders generalizations and theories as tentative,
always subject to change in the light of new
ev2dence.

7. Is sceptical of conventional truths and demands
that widely-held and popular notions be judged in
accordance with standards of empirical evidence.

8. Values knowledge for the sake of knowledge, as a
means of helping man understand the world in
which he lives.

9. Believes that the social sciences can contribute
to men's welfare by providing information and
explanatory generalizations which help them achieve
their :oals. X

0. Is sceptical of single-factor theories of causa-
tion in the social sciences.

1l.Is sceptical of panaceas.
2. Values change as a means of achieving goals but

does not equate change with progress. X
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3. Is patient with attempted reforms; looks at cur-
rent situations from the perspective of the time
needed for nanges in the past. X

4. Appreciates and respects the cultural contribu-
tions of other countries, races, and religions. X

5. Feels a sense of responsibility for keepnc in-
formed about current problems. X X X X

6. Values human dignity. X X

7. Is sensitive to the feelings of others.
8. Treats people as individuals, not as members of a

particular group.
9. Respects the rights of others.
*44. Desires to protect the rights of minoritie4.

k

X

0.. Believes in equality of opportunity for all.
1. Believes in the possibilities of improving social

conditions. X
I

2. ValuLs institutions as a Lcaus of irmotin huu,au

welfare, not bocause of tradition, is wilLuL; te,
change institutions as times create.nLw ,r(JblLms. X

3. Evaluates proposals, programs, events and condi-
tions in terms of their effects upon individuals
as human beings. X X

I. Has a reasoned loyalty to the United States and
desires to make it an ever-better place in which

- to live. X

5. Supports freedom of thought and expression. X X

6. Values procedural safeguards for the accused. X

7. Attempts to identify, examine, and clarify his own
values and to work out a ;:onsistent value system.

X

8. Attempts to work out a considered philosophy of
life.

9. Is Committed to an attempt to achieve goals relat-
ed to his values.

D. Cooperates with others toward common goals, but

rejects unthinking conformity.
1. Holds himself accountable for his own actions.
?. Feels a sense of responsibility for taking inform-

__ ed action about problems confronting the nation.
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*1. Freedom's relationship to democracy -,s a close
and obvious one the organization of majorities,
the competition in goals, and the ability to oppose
which democracy presupposes,all depend on a high
degree of personal freedom.

* a. Constitutions may contain negative prohibitions
as well as grants of power and statements of
relationships; that is, they may in democracies
prevent majority action on some subjects or at
least slow such action down.

* b. In complex societies, non-governmental aggre,
gates of power or influence may be enemies of
freedom in that they may deprive the individual
of pptions just as surely as government may.

* 1) Government action may help increase as well
as restrict individual rights.

*2. The contrast between democratic and non-democratic
political systems may be looked at as a conflict
in basic underlying values. X

*3. Tctalitarianisms extend the scope of politics far
beyond the usual to include almost all aspects of
life.

*4. Political scientists have long assumed hat there
. are social conditions, which a society must meet

before it can make a go of democracy; they hardly
agree on what they are, but most suggest common
values, a communication system, a stable society,
and a minimum economic well-being. X

* a. Democracy does not bear up well in societies in
which basic dissatisfactions with the social and
economic institutions prevail and become the
focus of political competition. X

X

*1) Compromise is more easily achieved in those
political systems in which there is agree-
ment on questions touching upon the funda-
mental social, economic, and political
institntinnR.
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*5. Ideologies are .important for the structure they

give to the political system, the answers they give
to ambiguous situations, add the cue, for responses
they suggest; that is, an ideology is a guide,
manual and cue-book. X
44a.People with different ideologies perceive things

differently. X
*6. The means used may make it difficult to achieve

the stated ends or goals. X
*7. The community demands order and stability- -goals

which may be incompatible with the demands of
individuals. The continuing attempt to solve the
dilemmas of this conflict is, perhaps, the central
problem in all cf political philosophy and in all
attempts to create and modify political
institutions. X X

1

* a. Groups engaged in continued struggle with the
outside tend to be intolerant within. They
tolerate few departures from group norms. X
*1) Countries are more intolerant of those it

considers subversives in times of crises and
threats from abroad than during times when
they face no such threats. X

ff8. Constitutions must have an ultimate interpreter,
since they arc by nature ambiguous and nonspecific, X

X

*9. Constitutions chang by formal amendment and by
changes in custom and interpretation.

10. The political system needs to enjoy legitimacy if
it is to survive. X

11. Any decision is, in part, a product of the inter-
nalized values, the perceptions, and the exper-

_ ience; of the persons making the decision. X X
12. The decision-mkaer reacts to pressures from other

decision-makers as well as to pressures from the
outside (such as public opinion and interest
groups). X
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tea. Even those courts appointed for life are not
free from the all- pervo.aivQ pressures of publi
opinion, widely-held values anft beliefs, and
other political pressures. X

*b. The interest group attempts to bring aggregates
bf influence to bear upon decision-makers by
attempts to frame the possible choices the
decision-makers have, by direct influence,
by education, and by attempts to control the
selection of the decision-maker. X

,

i*c. Every political decision-maker is dependent
on advice, knowledge, information, and poltical
intelligence-. X

13. Executive decisions are limited by many factors:
permissability, available resources, available
time, available information, and previous
commitments. I

. w or po cy must e e ectuate and app led;
in that process the whole decision-making process
goes on again. X X

15. Taking the policy-making process as a whole, the
general strategic advantage always lies with the
status quo whose supporters have status, accept-
ability, access to political power, and financial
advantages.

X
T&. The leadership of any group must try to mrintain

group cohesion and also organize its stragies
and provide intellectual leadership.

--1"67-1119 1 eren tas s o lea ers ip may e

assumed oy one man or shared by a number of
people.

X

,

+b. The type of leader tends to differ incrent'
situations which require different Kinds of
leaders if they are to be effective.

LT. Federalism pays greater homage than unitary
systems to local differences and autonomy, but it
also pays the greater price in inconsistency,
diversity, and competition. X X r-
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`18. The separation of p...w._rsis built on an assumption
of a division of political functions which cannot
be demonstrated in reality. X

ii- a. The law-making function is undertaken by all
three branches. X

-',' b. When legislatures oversee administrative agencies,
they participate in the administrative and
executive processes. X

.

.19. The unequal distribution of power reflects the
fact cf political organization; individuals join
into aggregates (parties, interest groups, etc.)
to increase their political power by joining it
with others.

*a. The development of group pride, positive
identification with one's group, is essential
to determined efforts to achieve an end to
discrimination.

I

*1) People do not work actively in voluntary
organizations unless they have a sense of
group pride, of positive identification with
the group.

1D. Protest movements are most STECTEd7when the
preconditions for change in a society have been
achieved, the object of protest is clear, and
the form of protest is considered appropriate
and legitimate.

_....._,

. ne-par y sys ems en o 'eve op a compe 1 iveness
within the dominant party, but this factional
competitiveness lacks the stability and predict-
ability of inter-party competition. X

21. Political parties differ by structure and by func-
tion. X

* a. The relative centraization or decentralization
of power within political parties reflects in
great part the centralization or decentralizaticn
of authority within the -2.)litical system as a
whole. X
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2. Individuals know the political system as a set of
images and pictures created for them by communi-
cators; they react to those images rather than to
the real world and real people.

*23. The world is a community of inter-dependant
countries. Important happenings in one part of the
world affect other parts.
a. War is a complex social process.

War is a Ta-:7.;r r-76E7cm._

*1) War has serious physical and-psycholojeal
effects_upon people in wartorn areas.

*2) Wars have an important economic impaaupon
people. _

*c. War seems to be the result of multiple, inter-
related causes.

N. All societies have potential conflict among their
members and must work out some means of accommo-
dating differences.
--a.- Croups may engage ini-15Tinflict, otiC Kluuy

tries to dominate another in order to take
_something fromit,.such as its labor or wealth.

//b. Conflict may fce over economic or non = economic

goal-
* c. Compromise is easier where there is no ideo-

logical perception of the issues, that is,
where the issues are not soon as related to
other issues.

---4rd.7COmpromf-se -isinCreIlke-L' -iih-dietare
is a relative equality of power, and, therefore,
something approaching a deadlock in the
decision.

*e. Continued engagement in conflict tends to bring
about the acceptance by both parties of common
ralesregulating the_ conduct__ of the conflict.

f. Struggle may bring together otherwise unrelate
groups. Coalitions and temporary associations
will result from conflict where primarily

interento of the participants are
involved.

X

t

X
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25. Political revolutions are usually the result of
multiple causes.

The-Fe are many CE.uses- Of revolutions; tt hctch
different causes may be more important in one
revolution than in anuLher.

+75. Ferteived aeprivation and the 'belief-that -MI
deprivation is not inevitable contribute to
revolutionary and other protest movements.

*26. Imperial-isth,-Eind'f.a-iticidarly-attit-nrief-of

superiority by members of the imperialist country,
give rise to feelings of frustration; when combine
with the diffusion of nationalistic ideas, it
helps give rise to feelings of nationalism.

* 27. The international Isyi-tei may be-ICTOYea-a-as a
series of dynamic power relationships.

FEE iTzina:11-iii usually iakea people pre-pared to-
divert resources and effort into channels in
which they will make a maxim= contribution
to national power or goals.

1*.b-. There 'are. many .source -fiationill-fib1761- in

-_dealing with other nations.
y capacity is an iMP-ditalit-fab-tOr lb

the development of national power, but not
the only one or even the dominant one.

111TitarYp-o-riei as a means -751`n-aliOiiii-
power depends upon the willingness to
use it.

*0 Force as a means of national power
depends not only on the effective pro-
ponderance of force but on the possi-
bility that its use may alienate the
support of other nations.

2) Differences ia population, resources, and
economy may be reflectd in differences in
national power; that is to say, they are im-
portant bases or components of national
power.

.30-
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*a) Industrial capacity and energy sources
_are important bases of national power.

*b) National power is affected by resources
and industry as well as by military
strength.

73) cations may pool their purdel Lamson-

goals in varying systems of alliances and
combinations.

*28.Wt-rdifal-155tTermay-be brOtght to bear upuu other
nations through many channels and mechanisms; force
diplomacy, international law, international or-
ganizations; the choice among them depends on the
nature of the goal, its importance, the effective-
ness of the means, its acceptability, etc.

of national power are not
mutually exclusive.
1) A country may combine elements of calectiveT

security_with_balance_PL_Power concepts.
29. The international system has several means and

mechanisms for resolving conflict but none has
been successful consistently in preserving peace.
g711i-p-romacy, the bargainiiii-anff-FiEgallition of"

states over matters of mutual interest, is most
successful where there is relative equality of
power among the participants.

eniorcement macn-
inery of national law and thus is useful in
resolving disputes only if the sovereign
states involved agree to adhere to it.
Pia-TuapreiEf-iliferiialonal organizations
have been successful in dealing with social,
economic, and/or technical problems but have
had limited success in political disputes and
in providing for the collective security of
members.
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1) International organizations created to
date lack the universality of scope,
legitimacy, and monopoly of sanctions
associated with the concept of world
government.

*30: 1Ttlib-idterhational'Sydteth; aequalities-cr----------
power only invite the use of soh,..: form of coercion.
The balance of power strategy is based on this
premise.

. _ _ . _

-191- ITeich- nation in tYci international system begins -its
relations by setting its own goals and strategies.

--*-6-.--FOr;51&-PblidY-Zötiiideratftifig-ar6 Weed ty--

ideology, considerations of national self-
interest, perceptions of power rela.ionsi..ips
between countries, expectations about how other
nations will act, and domestic problems at home.

-------iqy -13-16C
X

I

mie 6. ss-11 y-' whialiii-Eit:tilAT2sefa- its
pot icy is very much a part of its iL-

ternal politics.
a-Pflief&itiaraiitinctiOribetween domestic

and foreign policy is increasingly un-
clear.

_ __. ____

_......

X
32. Tfie policy of peace through power has been crit-

icized by diverse groups who advocate very dif-
ferent solutions to the problem of war.
E.--Ezicii- ialitiiiii- E-Cr-fh-d Prablini-iir war is Faied--

upon different assumptions about the causes of
war, the probability of total war, estimates
of its destructiveness and valuc' choices.

-4r3I.-kiiniitieS IiiiiiiiiiCalenvircament,iiiieimsof his
cultural values, perceptions, and level of
technology.

tea.-- Whether of-hot-a ;:oUhtr5i-16size- ISfilvide-Trilbre--------
advantages or disadvantages depends upon the
problems inhabitants face at a particular time,
upon their goals, and upon their level of
technology.

_____

X
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*b. The significance of location depends upon

cultural developments both within and outside
the area.

*c. The topography of a region may set up '-

limitations upon man's activities given a
specific level of technology, but man has
learned to overcome many of the earlier lim-
itations.

Obstacles to communication can ITi6Eal- as
wept as physical; social barriers include
language differences, cultural differences,
class and caste differences, and ideological
differences.

. Climate may set up limitations upon man's
activities given a specific level of technol-
ogy, but man has learned to overcome many of
the earlier limitations.

* f. Types of agriculture in a region depend upon
man's cultural values, perceptions, and
technology as well as upon climate, soils,
and topography.

g. Man or the-aftT.
ih.--Foturatraii I.erizn-s-Tasarg-vEriuug

and his technology as well as climate, .op-

ography, ana resources of an area.
until--

man acquires the skill and ddsire to use them
*34: Unevenly distributed -phebomend fofffi-dIstInctiVe

patterns on the map.
Population is distributea-unevenly -Over the-
earth's surface; many of the land areas are
sparsely populated.

111E-temperature is affected by th-e-alstanze-frau
the equator, elevation, distance from the warm
water bodies, ocean currents, prevathng winds,
physical features which block winds from cer-

tain directionc; and by air pressure systems.
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Countries*a. Seasonal variations tend to be less in areas
close to the equator.

*- 37. Rainfall: is affecTed 13-y -distance from Iadiee---61----
water, ocean currents, wind direction, air pres-
sure systems, temperature, and physical features
which block winds .carrying moisturez_

* a. Winds which blow over cold water bodies are
cooled and tend to pick up moisture when they
warm up as they pass over land areas which are
hot.

*b. The land is hot regions dries fast as the warm
air picks up moisture; therefore, more rain is
needed to grew crops or vegetation in these
reg_ions than in regions which are not so hot.

*38. Vegetation is affected by temperature, rainfall
and soil.
a:: NegetaTio-n- is-affe-cfed-Ty seasonal variations

in precipitation, as well as by the total
amount of precipitation.

* 35; -part-l-ratay -gra- Its affected- by-thy-type
of basic rock in the region, the climate, veg-
etation; erosion ; wind, and rivers which move soil
aLi. well as by how man _treats the soil.

tea. Nature Emig& s f theeai;th through
biotic processes._

40. Wader -power may be used. to create electricity
needed to run machines in factories.

41141;-A-pMC-e-Tae-ed.d.-aiea-p---aliT-ralpld I-66-in--
order to carry on much trade with ether places.

-Mi-Proir rad-rat e
sible wider and bigger markets for goods as
well as greater and less costly access to

resources.
*1:2. Some things cati-13-6-13koduced treEfer in one place

than in another because of climate, resources,
transportation routes, access to markets, people's
skill etc. X

X

X

X

X

X
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--*-7+3. Specialization of individuals, regions, and
countries makes for interdependence.

tea. Tebille in most societies aepend onTeo-Me-0 T.t
live in other regions and countries for goods
and services and for markets fo_ r their goods.

*14.4. Every area on earth contains a combination of
phenomena which share the space of places and
regions. Some of these phenomena are closely
interrelated, whole others merely happen to be
there and may have no causal dependence upon the
others. Those phenomena which are tied together
causally result ii places and regions of distinc-
tive character.*

-41-57-- A -given -culture-is-an- integraLed- whole bazedcar-
fundament!al postulates or values.

*T6-. Although culture is -alVraY-E--c-hanging, certain

parts or elements persist over long periods of
time.

* a. Culture traits may change as a resultoff'
diffusion.

-Peo-a-es who are in contact witt each other'
are likely to borrow cultural-- traits from
each other. Migration of people from one
part of the world to another involves the
movement of culture and material objects,
thus resulting in changes in, the area: to
which people migrate.

*b. Culture traits may change as a result of
invention from within the society.

*C. Chang er in. one' aspect of Culture
effects on other aspects; changes will ramify,
whether they are technological, in social or-
ganization, in ideology, or whatever else is a
part of the cu=ltural system.

-*--1 -Ali the if&ti-tirtloiti in 'a.- sboretY" are re=
lated; because of this interrelationship,
changes in one institution are likely to

affect other institutions.

-J7-
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.*d. Some values are conducive to change; some make

change difficult.
CUItUiei-haiie-Eaif66tS7Vier67adnO IS

valued and others where it is not valued.
.7---*1Flange in society is likely to occur more

frequently in the less basic, less emotion-
ally charged, more instrumental or technical
aspects than in such things as basic values,
primary group relans, territorial and
religious stability, and prestige systems.

4Ff. People usually do not discarEaTratit comPIeIa
they are more likely to modify it to fit into

new situations.
--*T7Certain.aspedt-S-drthe social structure may

inhibit -marked social change and innovation.
h. To be successful,'a person who tries to in ro-

duce technological change into another country
must analyze many factors.
1) Attempts by outsiders to introduce change

may fail if the outsiders fail to study
the existing culture thoroughly in order to
find outthe basis for existing practices.

2)Those vih57-try-tb introduce witup. will fail
if they fail' to arouse a feeling, that change

is needed.
Tara'

those 'attempting to introduce the-change do
not try to fit the change into the value
system of the society to be changed.

-The role and status of the innovator is an
important variable in analysis of innovation
and its acceptance Qr. rejection by,the.group

i. Frequently, cnange introduded from the,outsid'
is accepted, for a time, with resultingloss bf
traditional values and conflicts between gener-
ations. Later, as members of the society dis-

cover that they .cannot participate fully in
the dominant culture, or as they develop

e VS Is':
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X
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X

X
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feelings of insecurity, they react by develop-
ing nativistic movements to reject the foreign

__culture_waci_x_es_tore._olcl cultuxal vaues_.

*47. Human beings are members of the same species; they
are far more alike physically than they are
different.

---Irti.Seiiti-611:611

_,.

X
of humatiTheings into races is done

on a physical basis; this separation tends to
emphasize the differences and deemphasize the
similarities among humans.

*b. All peoples have certain basic drives, although
they satisfy them differently.

*-46-.-TE-1111 sOcIetieg-pe6pre-aFE exreed to-behAve
in certain ways and are taught to believe that
certain things are good and certain things bad.

4f 45: Much of s behavior is acquired through a
process of socialization (building group values
into the individuals).

-IF -g-,FbiliTOT-Tgiarrjrne-156r6fIVE-a . witriii-t-h-e- primary
and older siblings or other relatives direct
expectations (organized into roles) toward
the child. They reinforce these with both

_ positive and negative sanctions.
1) The chid iiiiern8lizesitieseeX16-6ctilitabiii

and acts out rolee according to the way he
interprets the expectations (defines the
situation).

______

4-I-fhiOughiiie process of socialization, inaL.---
. viduals become members of a grcap by learn-

ing role expectations and to perform a wide

____ ___v4rie.tY_Of_taSlca,______.
*3) Through the process of socialization, each
. individual acquires a self.

- -----
_

(a) Some member., of minority groups have
_ exhibited hatred of their own group;

they have learned (been socialized) to
accept the majority group's perceptions
of their own minority group.
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b. Child-rearing techniques have a great effect
on personality factors such as conscience,
anxiety, aggressiveness, independence, and
attitudes toward achievement.

societies or-in ai-ffreFentgroups
in any one society, some emotions and senti-
ments are strongly repressed; pthers are en-
couraged. As a result, any one group has a
modal personality or personalities among its
adults.

d. Social sanctions, both formal and informal, ar
used in the process of socialization and later
to maintain social control; however, social
Control is also'. furthered by internalized value
which result from socializat ion.

e. Rational choice making (the seeking of goals,
the assessment of alternatives) is a socially-
adquired skill.

mined; the individual has to be taught what
the options are, how one goes about exercising
_them, why he should exercise them.

-4Fg7 'the iii5c."essa socialization is a continuous
process; the individual acquires new values
and patterns of behavior, and a sharp change
in, his life may result in re-socialization.

50. ---6-f7as-mail group influence the behavior
of other members by setting up and enforcing norm
for proper behavior.L__

*a. Whencaught between cross-pressures of norms
. 'rand values of different groups to which a

person belongs, a person suffers emotional
strain.

X

X
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el An individual brought up in one culture
- and then thrust-into another faces

serious problems of adjustment to the
new culture;.the resulting culture con-
flict involves mental conflict and
tension.

*51. Whenever things valued by a society are scarce,
there will be differential access to and control
of these valued and scarce things by sub-groups
within the society.

* a. Control of one or a few scarce valued things
may enable the group to get control of other
scarce and valued things and thus pyramid

. their power. .

*52. Differntial treatment of individuals because they
are members of a particular group presents a
problem to society because of the conflict with
our basic cultural values and because of Vide-
ranging effects of that discrimination upon
.society as a whole and on individual members of
the_society..

_ . . _ . . _ _ . .

*53. The nature of discrimination and prejudice_a-
gainst a specific group is the result of partic-
ular group interactions over time.

*54;--kirtEdritarian peronalitieb-tedd-tb be cdfifothiat
to use stereotyped thinkingland to project their
Own traits onto other people; many prejudiced
people are authoritarian personalities.

4:53:13371CYaritiali5naga.lifsT7a mfno y group-tendW-to
isolate members of the group and promotes reten-
tion of their cultural values.

*56. People try to work out rationalizations for
behavior which is-inconsistent with their basic
values. Racism is a relatively. recent develop-
mentwhich has served as a rationalization for
iscrimination against other races.
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* a. Racial beliefs involve stronGly-held attitudes

which affect behavior both at the conscious
and unconscious level.

. _

*57. Frustration and/or self-hatred-or self-doubts

5B. Frustration
may lead to apathy.

_ _ _
may lead to aggression. -- x

*39 .O.Fe"--0(6.EflY-6.11'ke .

any- -gro-up- -are- at 1..rto Led-- to or
X

Varying reasons, some of which have nothing.
to do with the goals of the organization. ' X

WaTir-CirEibr.firg-degi^des
interest and participation.

X
-4F-c. -Members of any --graup-may-11-1-8-a-gres-on-many-

things not related- to the particular goals of
the group; they may even disagree about some
of these goals and particularly about ways
of achieving them. X

* d7Ohe of trenia-TO-iiEeg"Tif
a group is-theinvolvement of its members in_
other groups and organizations with competing
_goals and values. X

*-150. Every economic system faces Scarcity or a lack of
enough productive resources to satisfy all
human wants.

*-61:-There-fg-a'great gap b'etVeed-liTihg.17eVeIS-75Y-tfie

'richest and the poorest. nations. Living levels in
the U.S. ;are very high compared to those in moot
countries.

ifai-PeopTEr.s ideas of whaf-ConiElEaes an adequate
level, of living on onehand'or poverty on the
-other changes as average living levels change.

X

-2(

x

X.

X

X
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*b. It is dil:ficult .co compare real wages between

countries because of (Inferences in the impor-
tance of different types of goods for consumer
because of difficulties of assessing the
comparative purchasing power of monetary
systems, because of the diffeiences in quality
of goods, and because of differences in the
amount of socialized ben3fits provided by
different countries.

62.LDEig-leveis- -do mat.-rise unless output
production grows at a faster rate than population

+63. The U.S. economy has shown conti' .ed
the last century but it has had eriods of
instability and some rather serv.re ups and downs

the U.a:-Tidir6-R-6 rising
rapidly, although at an uneven pace; the long
term trend is up despite depressions aad
recessions.

64".-11E6n6inic growth is diffic,Ilt to measure exactly,
but serval statistical measures provide workable
estimates.

idleasurement-s-6?-theiaiiErOn s economy or
national income statistics and index numbers
make it pos_ible for people to measure economi
growth and to evaluate economic policies.

#b. Soie i'ovrth are difficat-
to measure. Along with growth in the GNP have
come great changes in leisure time, quality
and variety.

*65. At any specific time, the toal economic output,
is affected by the quantity and quality of
productive resources (land or natural resources,
labor, and capital goods), by the level of
technology, and by the efficiency of the organ-
izational structure.
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a. The ability of a country to produce is limited
in part by available natural re:ources; however,
a country may be able to acquire resources
from other countries by selling goods and
services which it cap.produce.

*1)Output is affected by the quality as well
as the quantity of natural resources; quality
is affected by access as well as by fertility
or richness.

Access affects the quality of resources
and lack of access or difficulty of
access may limit economic development.

-*b. EcOnomic-outPUt-i-afrebted-by-ne-4UalitY-of-
labor or labor skills (and health) as well as
the quantity of.2alonr,_ .

* 1) The quality of labor is usually increased
by education and training.

_ _ --------
2) Malnutrition and illness affect the

quality of labor.
E10iventhe iaiePopiiitiaTffe supply of

labor is affected by the proportion of the
population able and willing to work and by
the number of hours that these people are

C. Output can be increased by technological prog-
ress in the development of machines and power

to P114 kr-IPQVgr _ . _
* 1) New technological developments wri- ng im-

proved efficiency to tools and machines and
increased labor productivity.

2 Investment in technological research and
development may lead to higher levels of
technology and so to greater productivity
because of more or better quality capital
goods or consumer goods.

1r3)--NeVldVeritions alien up WhbIe new fields Of
production or provide substitutes for older
nature' resources.
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d. Capital formation thro7;gh savings is a major
means of increasing an economy's total output
over time, because it increases production

caIecity.
* 1) Societies PrOdu66s6MeCaPitalE564EWhiCh

do not satisfy consumer wants directly
but which are used to produce more goods in
the long run._

* 2) Net investment or capitalforma-i,ion in761-
yes an increase in real capital such as

Pachj-rIga:_guti-ment,, Afaci w
# ) Savings (or forgoing present consumption)

are required for investment or capital
formation.___

-a) If productive resources are fully employ-
ed, investimt in capital goods for
future production requires some sacri-
fice in current consumption.____

b The larger the productive capacity
in relationship t the population, the
less the hardsh :p involved to consumers
in making the savings (and investment)
needed to achieve a given growth rate.

c) The smaller the productive capacity in
relacionship to the population, the
greater the hardship involved to con-
sumers in making the savings needed to
achieve agiven_growth
Most businesses in the U.S. depend more
upon corporate savings for new invest-
ment than upon invested savings from
outside the business.

* e . The 6r-66n-fiat structure of the fidtia-
ertonomy or of any la "ge sector of it (such as
agrjculture or mining) affects eff:ciency or
production output just as does the organiza-
tional structure within a single firm.
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*1) Output can be increased by a more efficient
combination of productive resources (by the

way in which product.un io organized.
-*a)The most efficient combination c5f

resources is the one which produces the
largest output given the same cost or
value of resource input.

*2) The addedainonnt of production- created- -by
adding additional units of any single fac-
tor of production eventually begins to
diminish or fall off.
Division of labor and specialization makes
possible increased production.

*ay Mass production th its greater spez
ization and oubstitution of capital
goods for labor permits reduction in

. _

*b) Mass production needs a mass market with
mass consumers as well as standardizatio
of products and parts and a high pro-
portion of capital goods; thus mass
production depends upon the development
of transportation facilities and pol-
itical developments which open up market
as well as upon technological develop-
ments and organizational structure with
in a firm

*4) EfficienaY
without increasing the amount of re-
source input by bringing about e differ-
ent organization cf production or
increasing motivation for production.

66-.--A-Baghaeath rate ahLongchildre-n-siVryoung
adults places an economic burden upon a society
which must support children who do not grow uo
to become productive members of the society or
wl,o do not remain productive members for more

than a few years.
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*6q. Regardless of the kind of econcmic system,
societies go through somewhat the same stages of
economic growth, although the time needed for
th,2se stages differs.

*a. "jt all economies conform to -the -St:

cr descriptions, but they tend to follow more
or less the same pattern (..2 growth.

*b. The transitional stage prior to (economic
growth) takeoff sees the growth of fact ..rs
which upset the traditional beliefs and
practices, give rise to more favorable at-
titudes toward technoi-zgical change and bus-
inessmen, create larger markets, to
increased productivity in agr.culture and
mining, lead to improved transportation sys-
tems, and give rise to the es,:ablishment of
banks and other financial ins-;itutions.

. Traditional to-traditfOh
for guidance and do not welcome technological
change, have a very slow rate of economic
growth.

*68. In all -societies people have certain economic
goals. Although some goals are very much alike,
different societies place differing emphases
upon them.

'*a. People generally would like to see their
economic system provide economic growth and
so higher levels of living.

-TY-The iftelitiVe to adhiei.r-e-tM--largerncom
possible is T'Aified by other incentives
such as a deL..re for certain kinds of
working conditions and a desire for more
leisure.

* Teople'aTaa4616-61A-ithat-666-stitute-s-----

. an adequate level of living La one hand or
poverty on the other, changes as average
living levels change and as people see
what is possible.
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*b. People differ in the degree to which they
desire freedom of economic choice as a goal
of their economic system.
Paopie 113

desire economic justice or a reduction in
inequalitiesof_economicopportunity or_income

*d. Economic goals may not be compatible. tSame
programs to increase economic justice may
interfere with economic growth and risi '1g

levels of living.l.
*69. ' -'ter things being equal, the price of a good

x as when the good is in short supply as com-
pared to the demand for the good and falls when
the supply of the good is larger than the demand
at the existing price.

*a. 7EIidimand, backed byr117-in
ingness to pay for goods at specific prices,
which affects the market; people's wants
do not affect the market unless they are
:Lamed into effective demand.

*b. If purchasing power increases without some
corresponding increase in available materials,
there is an upward _pressure on prices.

* c. The elasticity of the demand Tor goods varies.
- For some essential grDds (sich as food) demand

does not iffer much regardless of the price.
*'(O. The circular fIciw of income in a pfliiETe eTE:

prise system can be broken down into three gen-
eral types of flows: Between business and the
public, between the government and the pubL:
(including business), and between savers and
investors.

-11.-717-7B depression or iWarram7-TrodurttveTrusaurtes-
are not used to capacity or are not fully employe
The cost to society is what might have been
procluced if they had been fully employ-d. Thus
depression and recessions result in a Lrop in

the Gross National Product and National Income.
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* a. Different groups in society are affected

differently by depressions and inflation.
dowever, all groups are affected becausD of
the interdependence of society.

*-72".--The fundamental difference between economic
systems is in how and by wham basic economic
decisions over allocation of resources are made.

-Ingi-PriVelteeiit-e-Y15frCegygt-0117tritrmirttErt------

serves to determine largely what shall be
produced, how it shall be produced, how much
shall be proaaced, and who shall get what part
of the production.
1) In a iiiiVite7-enWi5ilse system it is the

market which tmlslates demand and supply
into a price system and which is chiefly
responsible for the way in which the basic
economic questions are resolved.

-----IF577iipTilEtace In communist countries The means
of production are almost all owned by the gov-
ernment and most of the basic economic
decisions are made by the government.

neitner the government nor a
market system is most important in affecting
how resources are allocated. Such economic
systems are based largely upon tradition, and
reciprocal relationships are combined, with
a market-system.

d:"ECTTIOMIC sygtt

public and private ownership and with decisions
made both by government and by consumers and
businessmen.

*737Governmuntporizies can gransateartirder-------
economic growth.

--474:TaxertItmrpertr1...5 ,fuel, Ut.0 atton of
income and therefore consumer expenditures and
investment.
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